332   LIFE AND WORK IN BENARES AND KUMAON.
While agreeing with the   views   generally held by
Christians regarding the teaching of the Quran and its
influence in the formation of character, I cannot join in
the sweeping condemnation of the Muhammadans which
I have sometimes heard, as if they were one mass of
corruption.   In the middle and lower classes in Northern
India we are told, by those whose testimony can be
trusted, monogamy is the rule.    Many lead a quiet,
orderly life, with the domestic affections in full play
which beautify and gladden the home.  A Muhammadan
writer, who may be supposed to know his own people,
tells us that polygamy is getting out of favour, and that a
strong feeling has set in in favour of a man having only
one woman to wife.   Among them there are undoubtedly
persons of high character,  whose   bearing   would do
honour to the adherents of a far higher creed    I have
conversed with some who seemed to me set on knowing
and doing the will of God, who showed, so far as I could
obtain an insight into their character, a reverent, earnest,
humble temper, as if they had come under the power of
the few passages, occurring here and there in the Quran,
which inculcate spirituality of mind and love to all men,
and as if they had in a measure escaped from the ex-
ternalism so prominent in that book, and from its hard,
fierce, bitter tone towards all who refuse to receive it as
a revelation from heaven.   With two Muhammadans I
was for years on as friendly terms as I could be with
any whose belief and practice differed so widely from
my own.   As to courteous, kindly demeanour, they were
all that could be desired    I had many an earnest talk
with them on the highest subjects, and I was struck with
the apparent candour with which they listened to all I
had to say.   They read with evident interest books I

